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THE CREATIVE PACK WINS 3 AWARDS IN 2020 GDUSA HEALTH + 
WELLNESS DESIGN COMPETITION 
 
Design Consultancy, The Creative Pack has won 3 GDUSA Health + Wellness 
Design Awards 
 
Winning entries: 
 
• Levain Bakery Social Distancing Floor Decals 
• Roli Roti Organic Bone Broth 2020 Range 
• Tenoverten Conscious Nail Care Video 
 
“Our exceptional creative team has led us to enjoy another success in the highly 
regarded GDUSA Health + Wellness Design competition.” – Danielle Beal, 
founder 
 
Editor’s notes: 
The Creative Pack is based Los Angeles and services clients such as Think!, Levain Bakery, Fresh Thyme, La Terra Fina, 
Nektar, Lazy Acres & Revolution Foods. 
Health and wellness is arguably the most important industry in the US, the epicenter of the national conversation, and an 
area in which graphic designers have a vital role to play in 2020. This competition takes in the big picture of healthcare: 
traditional medical industries such as doctors and nurses, hospitals and nursing homes, pharmaceuticals and insurance, 
senior care and aging, mental health and counseling; healthy lifestyles such as fitness and exercise, organic foods and 
natural products, life and work balance, meditation and spirituality; and public health and education initiatives.  Plus two 
special categories of particular topical interest: COVID-19 Communications and CBD/Medical Cannabis.  It’s a unique 
opportunity to be recognized by clients, prospects and the community for design, advertising and marketing excellence. 
 
 
For more information contact: 
Danielle Kidney 
hello@thecreativepack.com 
@thecreativepack 
www.thecreativepack.com 
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Levain Bakery Social Distancing Floor Decals 
 
The locals pronounce it (Luh-ven). This legendary NYC Bakery was created 25 years ago by 
Connie Mcdonald and Pam Weekes and the world is forever grateful. Their abundant cookies 
have become a beloved icon of NYC. ‘Levain Cookies’ are now synonymous with ‘The Big Apple’. 
Who would've thought? People travel far and wide to experience their own cookie joy. With the 
spread of COVID, Levain has kept their doors open to spread extra joy to those in NYC, but only 
with extra precautions and care. “6-foot” floor decals with Levain messages and their iconic 
cookie logo were designed and added to the streets to make sure everyone could get their 
cookies in a safe manner. Levain made sure even the smallest details for providing a safe bakery 
experience were thoughtfully designed and on brand. 
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Roli Roti Organic Bone Broth 2020 Range 
 
Rooted in the Swiss Butcher’s knowledge and heritage, every bottle of Butcher’s Bone Broth 
begins the same way. Bones slow roasted to perfection to enhance the flavors, then paired with 
organic vegetables and simmered for 24 hours to yield a full-flavored, rich and decadent broth. 
 
As a son of a Swiss ‘Metzgermeister’, or master butcher, Thomas Odermatt, Butcher’s Bone 
Broth’s founder, grew up in his family’s butcher shop in the Swiss Alps. Thomas learned the 
importance of using the right cuts for the right purpose, and of choosing only select, free-range 
meats raised by trusted farms. Butcher’s Bone Broth’s years of experience and abundant 
knowledge of specialty meat products makes their bone broth more valuable than its competitors. 
It was The Creative Pack’s job to create a design that focuses on sharing the brand’s expertise in 
the category.  
 
New and Improved! The design is elegant and clean, the typography and the etched illustration 
communicate superior quality, appealing to cooks and food enthusiasts. The first read is 
Butcher’s Bone Broth; the diagonal type is eye catching and creates strong branding, also 
suggests its European heritage. The words “Butcher’s” in script, validates the product range, 
reinforcing the knowledge of a traditional butcher that knows how to work the meats and choose 
the best cuts for the right purposes. 
 
Butcher’s Bone Broths are offered in 3 flavors, Beef, Chicken and Turkey. The color band and the 
illustration changes per SKU, making it easy for the consumers to shop. The broth comes in a 24 
fl oz. bottle with a shrink-wrap sleeve, which allowed for more design space. The consumer can 
learn about the qualities and benefits on the side panel. A clear strip window revels the level of 
the product. For cooks, it’s always helpful to know how much product is left. 
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Tenoverten Conscious Nail Care Video 
 
Tenoverten is a conscious nail care line that leaves your nails healthier than when you started. 
Their mission is to create mindfully formulated products and non-toxic salons. They say yes to 
natural, better-for-you ingredients, and no to harsh toxins in your beauty regime. From beautiful 
colored polishes to all the steps before and after, Tenoverten makes sure to provide the best in 
salon and at home experience. To help customers understand their products and how best to use 
them, 3 videos were created as a nail guide. Videos include how to give a mindful manicure, tips 
for better nail care, and how to play with color, even when it’s natural! Now with the help of 
Tenoverten, everyone can have beautiful and healthy looking nails.  
 


